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A planewave incident on an active etalon with net roundtrip gain may be expected to diverge in
field amplitude, yet Maxwell’s equations admit only a convergent solution. By examining a Gaussian
beam obliquely incident on such a cavity, we find that the “side-tail” of the beam leaks into the
cavity and gives rise to a field that interferes with the main portion of the beam, which is ultimately
responsible for the convergence of the field. This mechanism offers perspective for many phenomena,
and we specifically discuss the implications for amplified total internal reflection.
The Fresnel coefficients govern the reflection and trans-
mission of light for the simplest possible scenarios: at pla-
nar interfaces between homogeneous media. Despite this
simplicity, some interesting solutions have been discov-
ered only recently, such as 1) the amplification of evanes-
cent waves in a passive, negative-index slab [1–3], and
controversy regarding the proper choice of the wavevector
in active media has persisted in relation to the possibility
of 2) negative refraction in nonmagnetic media [4–8] as
well as 3) single-surface amplified total internal reflection
(TIR) [9–14]. It turns out that all three of these cases
share a common thread: the presence of a cavity whose
roundtrip gain exceeds the loss. In this Letter, we ex-
plore more generally the response of such a cavity to an
incident beam of light.
To begin, we establish conventions that allow us to
more clearly discuss the direction of energy flow, which
is central to our overall argument. For the single-surface
problem, shown in Fig. 1(a), the incident wavevector
in medium one is kR1 = kxxˆ + k
R
1zzˆ, and the reflected
wavevector is kL1 = kxxˆ + k
L
1zzˆ, where k
L
1z = −kR1z. The
component kx (which we assume for simplicity to be real-
valued), once determined by the incident wave, must be-
come the x-component of every wavevector in the system
in order to satisfy Maxwell’s boundary conditions. For
the transmitted wavevector k2, the dispersion relation
offers two choices for k2z,
k2z = ±
√
(ω/c)2µ22 − k2x, (1)
where ω is the angular frequency of the planewave and
c is the speed of light in vacuum. We denote by kR2z
(kL2z) the choice which carries energy to the right (left),
namely, that for which the time-averaged z-component
of the Poynting vector is positive (negative). (In cases
where both choices for k2z result in no energy flow in the
z-direction, such as for evanescent waves in a transparent
medium, our prescription is to add a small amount of
loss to the slab which will unambiguously distinguish kR2z
and kL2z, then take the limit as the loss goes to zero.
See the supplemental information for details.) Let us
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FIG. 1. Geometry of the (a) single-surface and (b) cavity
problems. All media are infinite in the x and y-directions.
The arrows denote the wavevectors of the planewaves present
in each layer. The material constants are the relative permit-
tivities and permeabilities.
postulate that the proper choice for k2z in the single-
surface problem is always kR2z (i.e., that the transmitted
energy flows away from the interface), irrespective of the
material parameters or the nature of the incident wave.
(In fact, kR2z is universally agreed to be the correct choice
in all cases except possibly that of amplified TIR; it is
due to this one controversy that we refer to this choice
as a postulate for now.) We require this postulate in
order to unambiguously define the single-surface Fresnel
reflection and transmission coefficients
r`m =
k˜R`z − k˜Rmz
k˜R`z + k˜
R
mz
, t`m =
2k˜R`z
k˜R`z + k˜
R
mz
(2)
where we have generalized the result for incidence
medium ` and transmission medium m. For s-
polarization we have defined k˜nz ≡ knz/µn, and the
two coefficients yield the reflected and transmitted am-
plitudes of the component Ey, while for p-polarization
k˜nz ≡ knz/n and the coefficients are associated with the
component Ex.
Having established these conventions, we now consider
the case of light incident on a cavity, shown in Fig. 1(b).
The total E-field resulting from an s-polarized incident
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2wave in medium one with amplitude ER1 is given by
Ey(x, z) =

ER1 exp(ikxx+ ik
R
1zz)
+EL1 exp(ikxx+ ik
L
1zz) : z ≤ 0
ER2 exp(ikxx+ ik
R
2zz)
+EL2 exp(ikxx+ ik
L
2zz) : 0 ≤ z ≤ d
ER3 exp[ikxx+ ik
R
3z(z − d)] : z ≥ d
(3)
where EL1 is the reflected wave amplitude, E
R
2 and
EL2 correspond to the two counter-propagating waves in
medium two, ER3 is the transmitted wave amplitude, and
the time-dependence exp(−iωt) has been omitted. We
confine our attention to situations where medium three
is passive, so that kR3z is uncontroversially the correct
choice for the wavevector in medium three. The most
direct route to solve for the four unknown wave ampli-
tudes is to enforce Maxwell’s boundary conditions: the
transverse components of the E and H-fields must be
continuous across the two interfaces at z = 0 and z = d,
which results in four equations that can be solved for the
four unknowns. The resulting reflection coefficient from
the slab can be expressed in terms of the single-surface
Fresnel coefficients as
r ≡ E
L
1
ER1
=
r12 + r23 exp(2ik
R
2zd)
1− ν (4)
where
ν = r21r23 exp(2ik
R
2zd) (5)
is referred to as the roundtrip coefficient; the amplitude
of a planewave circulating in the slab is multiplied by
this factor after each roundtrip in the absence of any
sources outside the slab. (Although we explicitly discuss
s-polarized light, our conclusions as well as Eqs. 4 and 5
hold for both polarization states.) It is essential to note
that the reflection coefficient given by Eq. 4 is invariant
under the transformation kR2z  kL2z; this is not surpris-
ing as it can be interpreted simply as a relabeling of the
waves ER2  EL2 in Eq. 3 that does not affect the final
result. This invariance is important because it means
that Eq. 4–which gives the reflection from the slab–is
correct even if our postulate about the correct choice for
k2z in the single-surface problem turns out to be incor-
rect. We emphasize that the reflection coefficient given
by Eq. 4 is a valid solution to Maxwell’s equations for all
material parameters, and in particular for any value of
ν. The roundtrip coefficient ν has an important physical
meaning, and intuitively one would expect three different
regimes of behavior when the magnitude of ν is less than,
equal to, or greater than one. The case where |ν| < 1
governs passive slabs (in most but not all cases) and suf-
ficiently weakly amplifying slabs. When ν = 1 the slab
behaves as a laser and emits light even in the absence
of an incident wave, which manifests itself mathemati-
cally as an infinitely large reflection amplitude. The case
where |ν| > 1, however, has received scant attention in
the literature [10].
Perhaps the reason for the neglect of the |ν| > 1 steady-
state solution is the seemingly intuitive assumption that
there cannot be a steady-state solution when |ν| > 1 (due
to gain saturation in a laser, for instance. See the sup-
plemental information for details.) This assumption is
only reinforced by examining a second well-known solu-
tion method for the reflection coefficient that decomposes
the reflected wave amplitude EL1 into a sum over partial
waves, yielding the reflection coefficient
r = r12 + t12t21r23 exp(2ik
R
2zd)
∞∑
m=0
νm. (6)
Heuristically, the first term r12 (hereinafter referred to
as the “specular” partial wave) of Eq. 6 results from the
single-surface reflection of the incident wave at the 1-
2 interface, and the geometric series accounts for the
contributions to the reflected wave following multiple
roundtrips within the slab. When |ν| < 1, the geometric
series in Eq. 6 converges to (1−ν)−1, giving the same re-
sult as found by matching the boundary conditions in Eq.
4. When |ν| > 1, however, the geometric series diverges
and the reflection coefficient is infinite. Intuitively, this
divergence seems reasonable, since we expect any light
that couples into a slab with |ν| > 1 to be amplified after
each roundtrip, and therefore grow without bound. Nev-
ertheless, Eq. 4 yields a finite reflection coefficient even
when |ν| > 1, so how can we reconcile these two very
different solutions?
To understand the non-divergent solution, we examine
the behavior of a “finite-diameter” beam of light incident
on the slab by numerically superposing the planewave
solutions of Eq. 3, where EL1 , E
R
2 , E
L
2 , and E
R
3 are all
determined by the convergent method of matching the
boundary conditions (see supplementary information for
details). Let us consider the case where 1 = 3 = 2.25,
the slab is an amplifying medium with 2 = 1 − 0.01i,
and µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = 1. We superpose a finite num-
ber of planewaves with incident angles in the range
27.47◦ < θ < 32.53◦ and with amplitudes appropriate
to generate a Gaussian (to within the sampling accu-
racy) beam incident on the slab at 30◦ with a full-width
at half-maximum beam-diameter of 13.3 µm. The free-
space wavelength of the beam is λo = 1 µm. We can
examine the transition at |ν| = 1 simply by varying d,
since both |r21| and |r23| are less than one (and indepen-
dent of d), whereas | exp(2ikR2zd)| (and hence ν) increases
monotonically with d (because kR2z has a negative imag-
inary part). A plot of the field Ey(x, z) at one instant
of time is shown in Fig. 2(a) for d = 19 µm, which was
chosen so that |ν| is slightly less than one for all con-
stituent planewaves of the beam (0.46 < |ν| < 0.99).
The arrows overlying the plot point in the direction of
the time-averaged Poynting vector within their vicinity,
indicating the direction of energy flow in the system, and
the incident beam is uniquely identified by the white ar-
row. The beam behaves as we expect it to: the incident
beam strikes the slab near (x = 0, z = 0), giving rise to
3FIG. 2. Plots of the field Ey(x, z) at one instant of time for
a Gaussian beam (indicated with the white arrow) incident
on an amplifying slab for (a) d = 19 µm and (b) d = 28
µm. Each reflected beam can be associated with a term in
the appropriate partial wave sum, either Eq. 6 for (a) or Eq.
7 for (b). The black dot indicates the origin of the coordinate
system.
a specularly reflected beam as well as a refracted beam
that ‘zig-zags’ up the slab, which in turn generates a
reflected beam in medium one each time it strikes the
2-1 interface. (The field amplitude is plotted on a linear
scale, and so the incident beam as well as the specularly
reflected beam appear faint relative to the subsequently
amplified portions of the beam.) Each of these reflected
beams can intuitively be associated with a term of the
partial wave expansion of Eq. 6–either the specular term
or the mth term of the geometric series.
In Fig. 2(b) all parameters are kept the same except
the slab thickness is increased to d = 28 µm, resulting in
|ν| greater than one for all constituent planewaves of the
Gaussian beam (1.01 < |ν| < 2.58). Based solely on the
plot of the field amplitude and not on the direction of
energy flow indicated by the arrows, it may appear that
the incident beam strikes the interface and negatively re-
fracts in the slab, then zig-zags downwards in the −xˆ
direction, giving rise to many reflected beams in medium
one (and transmitted beams in medium three) which em-
anate from points on the slab with x < 0. Such an expla-
nation was offered for simulations similar to ours [7, 8] to
attempt to justify negative refraction in an active, non-
magnetic medium. However, by analyzing the Poynting
vector we see that the energy in the beam zig-zags up
the slab, so this phenomenon is distinct from negative
refraction, despite the similarity in the positions of the
reflected and transmitted beams. (In the supplemental
information, a video of the time-dependent behavior of
a “finite-duration” pulse of light more clearly illustrates
the direction of energy flow.) The presence of energy
in the slab at x < 0 has a perfectly causal explanation
when one considers that the Gaussian beam does not
have a truly finite spatial width, but rather a rapidly
decaying “side-tail” in the direction normal to the prop-
agation direction. The side-tail is capable of injecting a
small amount of energy into the slab at positions x 0.
When |ν| > 1, light in the slab gains more during one
roundtrip than it loses to transmission at both facets,
and so this initially small amount of energy is amplified,
resulting in the “pre-excited” field seen at x < 0 in Fig.
2(b), so-called because the excitation occurs before the
central lobe of the incident beam arrives at the slab. The
key point is that when |ν| > 1, our intuition about the
arrival time and arrival position of the beam (or pulse)
misleads us because amplification by the slab acts on
typically negligible field amplitudes to dramatically alter
the character of the field. Importantly, we see in Fig.
2(b) that when the pre-excited beam meets the incident
beam at (x = 0, z = 0), the interference is such that
all the energy in the slab leaves with the specularly re-
flected beam. In hindsight, this is necessary for the field
to not diverge, since any energy remaining in the slab at
this point would continue to zig-zag up and grow with-
out bound. Finally, we emphasize that the specularly
reflected beam is amplified relative to the incident beam
as a result of the energy it receives from the pre-excited
field in the slab, a mechanism that does not occur when
|ν| < 1.
Although the partial wave method predicts a divergent
reflection coefficient when |ν| > 1, with one small modi-
fication this method in fact offers significant insight into
the |ν| > 1 case. Recall that the reflection coefficient of
Eq. 4 is invariant under the exchange kR2z  kL2z. Apply-
ing this same transformation to the partial wave sum of
Eq. 6 [10], we can express the reflection coefficient as
r = r′12 + t
′
12t
′
21r
′
23 exp(2ik
L
2zd)
∞∑
m=0
ν′m, (7)
where the prime indicates the substitution kR2z →
kL2z. Because the new roundtrip coefficient, ν
′ =
r′21r
′
23 exp(2ik
L
2zd), is equal to ν
−1, in cases where |ν| > 1
the primed partial wave sum of Eq. 7 will converge to
the reflection coefficient of Eq. 4. Therefore, each re-
flected beam in Fig. 2(b) can be associated either with
the specular term r′12 or with the mth term of the primed
4partial wave expansion in Eq. 7. In particular, note
that the amplitude of the specularly reflected beam is r12
when |ν| < 1, which discontinuously changes to r′12 when
|ν| > 1. Because |r12| < 1 (in most cases of practical in-
terest) and r′12 = r
−1
12 , this is a mathematical explanation
for why the specular beam is amplified relative to the in-
cident beam only when |ν| > 1. Physically, we have seen
from Fig. 2(b) that this specular amplification is made
possible by the pre-excitation, a mechanism which can-
not occur when |ν| < 1.
It is interesting to compare a lossy and an amplifying
slab in the limit as d → ∞. In a lossy slab (for which
Im(kR2z) > 0), the roundtrip coefficient ν → 0 as d→∞,
and so the reflection coefficient r approaches the single-
surface solution r12, as expected, because the geometric
series in Eq. 6 makes no contribution. In a gainy slab
(for which Im(kR2z) < 0), ν → ∞ as d → ∞, but ν′ → 0
and so we see from Eq. 7 that r → r′12 (which means
that the field in the slab is dominated by the wavevector
kL2z, i.e., E
R
2 /E
L
2 → 0). The reason the limiting treat-
ment of d→∞ for a gainy slab does not yield the proper
single-surface reflection coefficient is that no matter how
large one chooses to make d, the nonzero reflection r23 at
the back-facet of the slab allows for the amplification of
the pre-excited field; for |ν|  1, this results in the left-
propagating wavevector kL2z dominating the behavior of
the slab while the amplitude of the wave associated with
kR2z diminishes substantially, and the reflection coefficient
correspondingly approaches r′12. Nevertheless, the right-
propagating wave is essential in spite of its seemingly
inconsequential amplitude, as it is responsible for gener-
ating the left-propagating wave by way of the back-facet
reflection. In the case of two truly semi-infinite media
(i.e., media one and two), the absence of a back-facet pre-
vents any roundtrip amplification of the pre-excitation,
so the only wavevector that exists in the transmission
medium is kR2z and the single-surface reflection coefficient
is correctly given by r12, not r
′
12.
So far we have examined the relevance of the roundtrip
coefficient ν only through its monotonic dependence on
d, but ν is also a function of the incidence angle θ. For
the same parameters as those used in Fig. 2(b), ν in-
creases monotonically with an increasing incidence angle
θ for s-polarized light; in particular, |ν| exceeds one as
long as θ > 27.43◦. (For p-polarized light, ν increases
monotonically with θ only once θ2, the angle of propaga-
tion in medium two, exceeds the Brewster angles at both
the 2-1 and 2-3 interfaces). As θ approaches and sur-
passes the critical angle for TIR, θc = 41.8
◦, |ν| quickly
becomes extremely large due to the negatively increas-
ing Im(kR2z). (For θ = 41
◦, |ν| = 9.34 · 103, and for
θ = 42◦, |ν| = 1.40 · 1015.) Thus, TIR from a gainy
slab is well within the regime |ν| >> 1 (for any reason-
able thickness d), which, as previously argued, results
in a reflection coefficient r′12, and therefore the specular
beam is amplified. It has been argued extensively that
such amplification of the reflected beam is also possible
when the gainy medium is truly semi-infinite [9–12, 14];
in other words, that the incident wave directly excites
the wave with wavevector kL2z in medium two, result-
ing in the single-surface reflection coefficient r′12. (This
conjecture is known as single-surface amplified TIR.) It
seems to us that a more unified and consistent approach
would be to understand the situation θ > θc simply as
one way to achieve very large |ν| in a cavity. This would
then be comparable to the case of large d, for which we
demonstrated in the previous paragraph that the exis-
tence of the left-propagating kL2z relies on the nonzero
back-facet reflection r23 [13]. This suggests that k
R
2z is
the correct choice for the transmitted wavevector in the
single-surface problem, even in the case of TIR from an
amplifying medium.
For potential future research directions into the pre-
excitation mechanism and its consequences, see the sup-
plementary information.
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I. PRESCRIPTION FOR R AND L SUPERSCRIPTS
The energy flux of an s-polarized planewave whose E-field is given by
Ey(x, z, t) = E0 exp(ikxx+ ikzz − iωt) (1)
in a medium (, µ) is given by the time-average of the Poynting vector S ≡ ~E × ~H,
〈~S〉 = |E0|
2
2ωµ0
e−2Im(kz)z
(
Re
[
kx
µ
]
xˆ+ Re
[
kz
µ
]
zˆ
)
. (2)
Therefore, energy flows in the +z-direction (‘to the right,’ in our convention) when
Re(kz/µ) > 0, and we denote the wavevector kz which satisfies this condition with the
superscript R. Any value kz for which Re(kz/µ) < 0 is accordingly labeled with a super-
script L. It follows from these definitions that kRz must make an acute angle with µ in the
complex plane. (For p-polarized light energy flows in the +z-direction when Re(kz/) > 0,
and so kRz makes an acute angle with  in the complex plane.)
In cases where 〈Sz〉 = 0, we must establish a prescription for resolving the ambiguity in
the choice of superscript, which is best illustrated by an example. Consider the case where
medium one is a lossless dielectric (1 > 1, µ1 = 1), medium two is vacuum, and the incident
propagating wave satisfies kx > k0, where k0 ≡ ω/c, so that the two choices for k2z are
±i
√
k2x − k20. Both choices for k2z yield pure evanescent waves and carry no energy along
the z-direction. By adding a small amount of loss to medium two, so that 2 = 1+ i
′′
2 where
′′2 > 0, the two choices for k2z deviate slightly from the imaginary axis as shown in Supp.
Fig. 1(a). Now both waves carry non-zero energy along the z-direction; the first quadrant
solution is kR2z (which can be seen quickly because it makes an acute angle with µ2 = 1)
and the third quadrant solution is kL2z. Our prescription to establish k
R
2z for a true vacuum
(i.e., ′′2 = 0) is to take the limit 
′′
2 → 0, which yields kR2z as the solution along the positive
imaginary axis.
Beware that if one adds a small amount of gain rather than loss to medium two, so that
2 = 1 + i
′′
2 where 
′′
2 < 0, then the two solutions for k2z exist in the second and fourth
quadrants as shown in Supp. Fig. 1(b), and in this case kR2z points predominantly along the
negative imaginary axis. Thus, we see that the two limiting cases as gain or loss approaches
zero do not yield the same result:
lim
′′2→0+
kR2z = − lim
′′2→0−
kR2z. (3)
2
FIG. 1. Choosing the R or L label for an evanescent wave. (a) The two choices for k2z are shown
for the case of a slightly “lossy vacuum” (2 = 1 + i
′′
2 where 
′′
2 > 0, µ2 = 1), for the case kx > k0.
The first quadrant solution carries energy to the right and is labeled kR2z, and our prescription is
to take the limit ′′2 → 0 to determine that kR2z in the lossless case is along the positive imaginary
axis. (b) For a slightly “gainy vacuum” (′′2 < 0) the two solutions for k2z are in the second and
fourth quadrants, and kR2z approaches the negative imaginary axis as 
′′
2 → 0. The magnitudes of
the real and imaginary parts of k2z in (a) and (b) are approximated using the first order Taylor
expansion for small ′′2: k20|′′2|  k2x − k20.
To have an unambiguous labeling convention for the case ′′2 = 0, we emphasize that one
must take the limit as loss approaches zero, which can be different from the limit as gain
approaches zero in the case of evanescent waves.
Finally, it is worth noting that this discontinuity in the two limiting cases, apart from
being a footnote in establishing a labeling convention, is actually at the heart of the debate
over single-surface amplified TIR. When medium two has gain, if one chooses kR2z as the
transmitted wavevector (in accordance with our postulate), then it seems unphysical that as
the gain approaches (but does not reach) zero the transmitted wave should still be strongly
amplified. To remedy this situation it has been suggested that the correct choice for the
transmitted wavevector should be kL2z when medium two has gain and kx > k0, so that the
transmitted wave decays in the +z-direction. We believe, instead, that the discontinuity
in the two limits is not as unphysical as it might appear at first: the transmitted wave
propagates a large distance in the x-direction while barely moving forward in the z-direction
(since kx  Re(kR2z)), so the large gain in the z-direction is actually a result of the long
propagation distance along the x-direction. Far more unphysical, in our opinion, is the
decision to switch the transmitted wavevector from kR2z when kx < k0 to k
L
2z when kx > k0.
3
All of these arguments aside, however, the purpose of our paper has been to demonstrate
a mechanism by which the specularly reflected beam from a finite-thickness slab can be
amplified, both below and above the critical angle.
II. GAIN SATURATION
Physicists familiar with the principles of lasers should be rightfully wary of a steady-state
solution with roundtrip coefficient |ν| greater than one. When an active medium is pumped
hard enough to generate a population inversion large enough to yield |ν| greater than one,
light initially generated by spontaneous emission in the cavity will be amplified after each
roundtrip. However, the field amplitude does not grow without bound–when the field is
large enough, the upper state lifetime is reduced by stimulated emission which causes the
population inversion to decrease to a level such that ν = 1, resulting in a steady-state lasing
solution. This phenomenon of gain reduction with increasing field amplitude is known as
gain saturation. In a laser, therefore, the situation |ν| > 1 is only a transient state. It’s
obvious that it cannot be a steady-state solution, because the field would grow without
bound.
The situation changes when we allow an incident wave to strike the active medium, as
we do in this Letter. Note that ν is defined as the roundtrip coefficient in the absence
of an incident wave; that is, the reflectivity r21 is calculated by assuming that there is
no wave in medium 1 arriving at the cavity. We can also define an effective reflectivity
reff21 ≡ ER2 /EL2 which takes into account the effect of the incident wave. Similarly, we could
define an effective roundtrip coefficient in the slab which replaces r21 with r
eff
21 : ν
eff =
reff21 r23 exp(2ik
R
2zd). We emphasize that every possible steady-state solution to the problem
under consideration, whether the slab is passive or active and whether there is an incident
wave or not, satisfies the condition νeff = 1. This is a property of steady-state solutions:
the field in the slab must regenerate itself after every roundtrip, taking into account all
sources and sinks. Therefore, in solutions where |ν| > 1, the incident wave must interfere
destructively with the field in the slab so that |reff21 | < |r21| and ultimately force νeff to equal
1. In summary, when there is no incident wave the situation |ν| > 1 is temporary because
the field will grow until gain saturation (a nonlinear effect) forces the ν = 1 solution. With
an incident wave, a linear steady-state solution is possible even when |ν| > 1 because of the
4
reduction in the effective facet reflectivity reff21 , which prevents the unbounded growth of the
fields so that we do not have to rely on gain saturation to avoid a nonphysical divergence.
III. PULSE OF LIGHT INCIDENT ON GAINY SLAB WITH |ν| > 1
The video file pulse video.avi included online is a time-lapse video of |Ey|2 of a pulse of
light, rather than a beam, for the same material parameters as in Fig. 2(b) of the main text:
1 = 3 = 2.25, 2 = 1− 0.01i, µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = 1, d = 28 µm. The white vertical lines in the
video identify the 1-2 and 2-3 interfaces. The incident pulse is s-polarized and Gaussian in
both space (FWHM = 13.3 µm) and time (FWHM = 50 fs, or 15 optical cycles). The central
wavelength of the pulse is λo = 1 µm, and the mean incidence angle (i.e., averaged over all
constituent planewaves) is 30◦. The size of each video frame is 210 µm by 150 µm (height
by width). The time elapsed between frames is 10 fs, and the entire video spans 1.22 ps (123
frames total). The field |Ey|2 is plotted on a logarithmic scale covering 3 decades, i.e. red
corresponds to the maximum intensity and blue corresponds to intensities less than or equal
to 1/1000th of the maximum. The background in this image is blue, which corresponds to
the minimum of |Ey|2, whereas the background in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is green because it
is the field Ey that was plotted in that case, so that blue corresponded to the maximum
negative field.
In the video, one first sees the incident pulse near the bottom left of the screen, traveling
up and to the right. The pre-excitation is soon seen in the slab at the bottom of the
frame, and the reflected pulse that corresponds to the m = 1 term in the primed partial
wave expansion leaves the slab and propagates up and to the left in medium one. The
pre-excitation in the slab then undergoes one roundtrip as it zig-zags upward, giving rise to
a transmitted pulse in medium three followed by the m = 0 reflected pulse in medium one.
The pre-excitation then makes one more roundtrip, giving rise to another transmitted pulse
in medium three, and then approaches the 2-1 interface at the same time the incident pulse
arrives from the other side. The two pulses interfere in such a way as to yield an amplified
specularly reflected pulse by entirely depleting the energy content of the slab. The fact that
the pre-excitation in the slab travels in the +x-direction clearly distinguishes this behavior
from negative refraction.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
The E-field plots of the Gaussian beams and the video of the pulse were created using
MATLAB. The field at each pixel is determined by superposing a large (but of course
finite) number of planewave solutions. In this regard, the plots represent perfectly analytical
solutions to Maxwell’s equations.
As described in the main text, the response of the slab to an incident s-polarized
planewave with amplitude ER1 and wavevector k
R
1 = kxxˆ+ k
R
1zzˆ is given by
Ey(x, z) =

ER1 exp(ikxx+ ik
R
1zz) + E
L
1 exp(ikxx+ ik
L
1zz) : z ≤ 0
ER2 exp(ikxx+ ik
R
2zz) + E
L
2 exp(ikxx+ ik
L
2zz) : 0 ≤ z ≤ d
ER3 exp[ikxx+ ik
R
3z(z − d)] : z ≥ d
(4)
and the time-dependence factor exp(−iωt) is not explicitly written. The wavevector com-
ponents kR2z and k
R
3z are determined by the dispersion relation
kR`z =
√
(ω/c)2µ`` − k2x, (5)
where µ` and ` are the relative magnetic permeability and electric permittivity constants of
material `, and the sign of the square root is chosen according to the prescription described in
Supplementary Sec. 1. The four unknown wave amplitudes are found by satisfying Maxwell’s
boundary conditions to be
ER2 =
2kR1z(k
R
3z + k
R
2z)E
R
1
(kR2z + k
R
1z)(k
R
3z + k
R
2z) + exp(2ik
R
2zd)(k
R
3z − kR2z)(kR2z − kR1z)
(6)
EL2 =
−2kR1z(kR3z − kR2z)ER1
(kR2z − kR1z)(kR3z − kR2z) + exp(−2ikR2zd)(kR3z + kR2z)(kR2z + kR1z)
(7)
EL1 = E
R
2 + E
L
2 − ER1 (8)
ER3 = E
R
2 exp(ik
R
2zd) + E
L
2 exp(−ikR2zd). (9)
To construct the Gaussian beam from the planewave solutions, we begin by expressing Ey
in the z = 0 plane for a beam traveling parallel to the z-axis
Ey(x, z = 0) = E0 exp
(
− x
2
2σ2x
)
, (10)
where E0 is the peak amplitude and σx is directly proportional to the spatial FWHM
wx = 2
√
2 ln 2σx. (11)
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By Fourier transforming and subsequently inverting the transform, the field can equivalently
be written as an integral in k-space,
Ey(x, z = 0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dkxE
R
1 (kx) exp(ikxx), (12)
where
ER1 (kx) =
E0σx√
2pi
exp
( −k2x
2(1/σx)2
)
, (13)
and the FWHM in k-space is
wk = 2
√
2 ln 2/σx. (14)
To propagate the beam beyond the z = 0 plane, we associate with each value of kx a
component kR1z such that the total wavevector obeys the dispersion relation in medium 1,
kR1z(kx) =
√
(ω/c)2µ11 − k2x. (15)
Now the Gaussian beam can be expressed as a function of x and z by
Ey(x, z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dkxE
R
1 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ k
R
1zz)]. (16)
At this point, we must approximate the integral in Eq. 16 by discretization so that the
calculation can be carried out by a computer. We restrict kx to a finite sampling width
given by −ws/2 < kx < ws/2, and sample the beam equidistantly within this region with a
total number of samples Ns. The integral in Eq. 16 is approximated by the sum
Ey(x, z) =
ws/2∑
kx=−ws/2
∆kxE
R
1 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ k
R
1zz)], (17)
where
∆kx =
ws
Ns − 1 . (18)
At this point, it is helpful to think of ER1 , kx, and k
R
1z as vectors containing Ns numerical
elements each. To rotate the beam so that it travels at an angle θ to the z-axis, we perform
the transformation
kx → cos(θ)kx + sin(θ)kz (19)
kR1z → − sin(θ)kx + cos(θ)kR1z (20)
on each element of kx and k
R
1z. (The Fourier amplitude of each plane-wave E
R
1 (kx) is un-
affected by the rotation in the case of s-polarized light.) Finally, to displace the waist of
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the beam to some location (x0, z0) in the incidence medium, one must multiply each Fourier
amplitude by
ER1 (kx)→ ER1 (kx) exp[−i(kxx0 + kR1zz0)]. (21)
With these redefined values for ER1 , kx, and k
R
1z, the sum in Eq. 17 is a good approximation
to a Gaussian beam traveling at an angle θ whose waist is located at (x0, y0). The total
E-field at any point in the system is given by
Etot(x, z) =

Real{∑∆kx (ER1 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ kR1zz)] + EL1 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ kL1zz)])}, z ≤ 0
Real{∑∆kx (ER2 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ kR2zz)] + EL2 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ kL2zz)])}, 0 ≤ z ≤ d
Real{∑∆kxER3 (kx) exp[i(kxx+ kR3zz)]}, z ≥ d
(22)
where EL1 , E
R
2 , E
L
2 , and E
R
3 are calculated element-wise from E
R
1 (kx) according to Eqs. 6-9.
The beam plots in Fig. 2 of the main text are calculated pixel-by-pixel from the sum in
Eq. 22, with the values of x and z indicating the location of the pixel. The resultant field
is normalized to the maximum field value in the image, and displayed in color. The pulse
video is calculated similarly, except that the field is Gaussian in space and time, and so
the field must be sampled in both spatial and temporal frequency. The calculation time
is significantly longer for the pulse compared to the beam, and the simulations are only
practical on a supercomputer.
The finite nature of the sampling has consequences which must be considered in order
to be sure that our results are not affected by numerical artifacts. Firstly, the truncation
of the Gaussian beam in k-space to the sampling width ws leads to a convolution with
a sinc function in the spatial domain. Therefore, the side-tail of our beam is not truly
Gaussian; rather, the envelope of the side-tail is Gaussian but the side-tail itself exhibits
periodic sinc-like fluctuations in intensity (which cannot be seen in Fig. 2 of the main text,
but can be seen in logarithmic plots which resolve the small intensities of the side-tail). The
sampling width chosen for Fig. 2 was ws = 2wk (with Ns = 501). We made sure that other
choices of the sampling width, ws = 3wk and 4wk (with proportionally larger Ns so that ∆kx
remained constant), did not affect the behavior of the plots. Therefore, our conclusions are
not affected by the precise value of the sampling width ws. Secondly, the finite number of
samples Ns implies the spectrum of kx values is discrete, so the incident beam is periodic in
space. This means that in the plots of Fig. 2 in the main text, there is not just one incident
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beam but an infinite number of them impinging on the slab, spaced periodically along the
x-axis by a distance 2pi/∆kx = 2830 µm. If the sampling is increased from Ns = 501 to 2001
(while keeping ws = 2wk constant), the distance between adjacent beams increases to 11330
µm, but the plots in both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) look identical to the ones with 501 samples.
Therefore, 501 samples is sufficient in this case to ensure the beams do not interfere with
each other, and the plot is a good representation of the field of a single beam.
V. FUTURE WORK
Our intent in this Letter has been to demonstrate the unintuitive behavior of a beam
incident on a slab whose roundtrip coefficient is greater than one, which we demonstrated
using analytical solutions to Maxwell’s equations. We argued that when |ν| > 1, the ampli-
fication of typically negligible field amplitudes results in a “pre-excited” beam in the slab
which interferes with the incident beam to prevent the divergence of the field. We focused on
two peculiar consequences of this phenomenon: 1) the specularly reflected beam is amplified
only when |ν| > 1, and 2) the field in the slab is dominated by the wavevector kL2z when
|ν|  1. Our analysis has been restricted to the case of planar media with infinite extent in
the x and y-dimensions, with homogeneous and frequency-independent material parameters.
We do not consider this a serious drawback of our argument, as the majority of analyses
of the three-layer problem employ the same assumptions. From a purely theoretical view-
point and within the confines of the assumptions we have made, therefore, we believe that
these results provide perspective for single-surface amplified TIR, and counter the notion of
negative refraction in a nonmagnetic slab. Because the pre-excitation mechanism can only
occur in a finite-thickness slab, we speculate that kR2z is the correct choice for the transmit-
ted wavevector in the single-surface problem in all cases; in other words, the transmitted
wave always carries energy away from the interface. There remain many open questions to
be answered theoretically. Finite-difference time-domain simulations may be best suited to
determine how the pre-excitation mechanism, which begins at x  0, is affected when the
slab has a finite length in the x-direction. Spontaneous emission and gain saturation must
be accounted for in real materials. How would the slab behave if the beam had a truly
finite width and no side-tail? To investigate how the slab reaches the steady state over time
in response to a pulse with a sharp turn-on, the material parameters of the slab must be
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made to obey the Kramers-Kronig relations. Despite our lack of answers to these important
questions, we hope that our analysis has clarified at least some of the relevant issues.
Surprisingly, |ν| can exceed one even in passive media provided |r21| or |r23| exceeds one,
which can happen for incident evanescent waves near surface plasmon resonances. Under-
standing the role of ν in these cases can yield additional insight, particularly to the case of
Pendry’s lens [1, 2], and will be treated in future work.
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